A polyhedron Q = {x : Mx ≥ 1} is integral if all its extreme points have 0, 1 components and in this case the matrix M is called ideal. When Q has fractional extreme points, there are different ways of classifying how far M is away from being ideal, through the polyhedral structure of Q . In this sense, Argiroffo, [1] defined a nonidealness index analogous to an imperfection index due to Gerke and McDiarmid (2001) [10].
Introduction
Let F be a family of subsets of N = {1, . . . , n} where n is a positive integer. A subset B ⊂ N is a cover of F if B ∩ F = ∅ for all F ∈ F .
Let M be the matrix whose rows are the characteristic vectors of the members of F and let x be a 0, 1 vector with n components. It is easy to see that x is the characteristic vector of a cover of F if and only if Mx ≥ 1, where 1 is the vector having 1-entries only. In this way, the characteristic vectors of the covers of F are the 0, 1 vectors of the polyhedron
Given two 0, 1 vectors v and w in R n , v dominates w if v i ≥ w i for all i = 1, . . . , n. As dominating rows in M correspond to redundant inequalities in Q (M), in this work we will only consider 0, 1 matrices M without dominating rows.
A matrix M is ideal if and only if its blocker is (see [11] ). On the other hand, it is also known (see [8] ) that Q * (M) and Q (b(M)) is a blocking pair of polyhedra, and then z is an extreme point of Q (b(M)) if and only if z T x ≥ 1 is a facet defining inequality of Q * (M). In what follows, we will refer to this property as blocking duality.
Given a matrix M and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the contraction of j, denoted by M/j, means that column j is removed from M as well as the resulting dominating rows and hence this corresponds to setting x j = 0 in the constraints Mx ≥ 1. The deletion of j, denoted by M \ j means that column j is removed from M as well as all the rows with a 1 in column j and this corresponds to setting x j = 1 in the constraints Mx ≥ 1. Then, given M and V 1 , V 2 ⊂ {1, . . . , n} disjoint, we will say that M/V 1 \ V 2 is a minor of M and this minor does not depend on the order of operations or elements in {1, . . . , n}. It is clear that M is always a minor of itself and we will say that a minor M/V 1 
It is not hard to see that b(M/j) = b(M) \ j and b(M \ j) = b(M)/j for every j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In addition, if a matrix is ideal so are all its minors (see [5] for further details). A matrix M is minimally nonideal (mni, for short), if it is not ideal but all its proper minors are. A starting point of the study of minimally nonideal matrices is Lehman's work ( [11] and [12] ). In particular, in [11] three infinite classes of mni matrices can be found. The first two are C 2 n and b(C 2 n ) with all odd n ≥ 3 (the incident matrices of chordless odd cycles and their blockers). The other infinite class of mni matrices is the set of degenerate projective planes: for n ≥ 3, J n denotes the (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix whose columns are indexed by {0, . . . , n} and whose rows are the incidence vectors of the sets {1, . . . , n}, {0, 1}, {0, 2}, . . . , {0, n}.
Although mni matrices have not been completely identified, Lehman proved that except for the family J n , with n ≥ 3, every mni matrix presents interesting regularities (see [11] and [12] for further details). We will refer to mni matrices different from J n as regular mni matrices. It is easy to check that b(J n ) = J n . Besides, the blocker of an mni matrix is also mni, thus the blocker of a regular mni matrix is also regular mni.
In particular, Padberg proved in [14] that if M is a regular mni matrix, then
In [2] , the class of near-ideal matrices was introduced as those matrices such that Q * (M) satisfies (2) . Such matrices allow a polyhedral characterization of regular mni matrices, since it can be proved that a matrix M is regular mni if and only if M and b(M) satisfy Eq. (2). Hence, classifying a nonideal matrix M according to the family of facet defining inequalities needed in the description of Q * (M), could be worth it.
Following this idea, one can consider other valid inequalities for the set covering polyhedron and then studying all matrices such that their covering polyhedron is entirely described by nonnegativity constraints and the inequalities in question. In particular, in [3] , a matrix M was called rank-ideal if Q * (M) is obtained after adding to Q (M) the constraints of the form:
where S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and τ (M ) is the covering number of the minor M of M obtained by deletion of the columns not in S . According to Sassano [15] , we call the restriction 1 T x ≥ τ (M ) the rank constraint associated with M .
By definition, ideal, regular mni and near-ideal matrices are rank-ideal. In particular, circulant matrices, that will be introduced in Section 4, and their blockers were studied in terms of this class in [3] .
On the other hand, in [1] a nonidealness index was defined satisfying interesting properties. Firstly, it provided a generalization of Lehman's Theorem, since with this index a matrix is as nonideal as its blocker (Theorem 2.2). Also, it has a relation with the maximum strength of a facet defining inequality for the set covering polyhedron with respect to its linear relaxation, as defined by Goemans in [9] . In this way, the nonidealness index can be used as an indicator in comparing different classes of inequalities with respect to their potential effectiveness in a polyhedral cutting-plane algorithm.
This nonidealness index was defined along the lines of the imperfection ratio due to Gerke and McDiarmid in [10] . Actually, they obtained the imperfection ratio of some classes of imperfect graphs, such as line graphs and h-perfect graphs. Recently, Coulonges et al. [7] found the imperfection ratio of a perfect graphs, a subclass of the well-known class of rankperfect graphs.
The goal of this paper is to determine the nonidealness index of rank-ideal matrices. It is known that evaluating this index is NP-hard for any matrix, but in this work, we will prove it can be easily obtained for particular rank-ideal matrices: the blockers of circulant matrices. On the other hand, the description of the set covering polyhedron associated with a circulant matrix by means of linear restrictions is still unknown, but using the properties of the nonidealness index we will be able to identify the facets of maximum strength with respect to its linear relaxation. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the results we need in this work. In Section 3, we obtain the nonidealness index of rank-ideal matrices following the lines of Coulonges et al. in [7] . In Section 4, we use the results obtained so far to calculate the index for most circulant matrices, and for these matrices we identify the facets of maximum strength in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we compare the results on the nonidealness index done in this work and a similar study on the imperfection ratio due to Coulonges et al. in [7] .
Preliminary results
Let M be a 0, 1 m × n matrix without dominating rows and zero columns. Firstly, let us present another matrix operation, in order to do so, let j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, J = i ∈ {1, . . . , m} : M i,j = 1 and s = |J|. W.l.o.g, assume that the first s rows in matrix M correspond to the indices in J. Now, the matrix M * j obtained by duplication of j is the matrix having m + s rows, n + 1 columns and whose entries are defined as follows: (i) for every i = 1, . . . , m, (M * j) i,k = M i,k for every k = 1, . . . , n and (M * j) i,n+1 = 0, and (ii) for every i = m + 1, . . . , m + s, (M * j) i,k = M i−m,k for every k = 1, . . . , n and k = j, (M * j) i,j = 0 and (M * j) i,n+1 = 1.
A matrix obtained from M by a sequence of deletions and duplications is a parallelization of M, and it is easy to check that the order in which these operations are performed is irrelevant. Then, parallelizations of M can be associated with vectors w ∈ Z n + in the following way: M w is the matrix obtained by deletion of columns i with w i = 0 and duplicating w i − 1 times any column i with w i ≥ 1.
Given a 0, 1 m × n matrix M, a cover of M is a 0, 1 vector in Q (M). The covering number of M is τ (M) = min{1 T x : x cover of M}, and the fractional covering number of M is
In analogy to the imperfection ratio from [10] , in [1] , the nonidealness index of a 0, 1 matrix M was defined as
This nonidealness index has equivalent definitions,
). For any 0, 1 matrix M,
In addition, the nonidealness index has the following properties: 
In addition, from Theorem 2.
Combining this last bounds with inequality (3), we obtain
≤ min
where n i is the number of columns of M i for every i = 1, . . . , s.
Analogously to the considerations of the imperfection ratio carried out in [7] , we wonder for which nonideal matrices we obtain equality in (4)? And, for which ones equality holds in (5)?
Firstly suppose that M is an m × n proper minor of M for which equality holds in (5), i.e. ini(M) = n τ (M )τ (b(M )) , then again after Theorem 2.2(3) and inequality (3), we have
, but is this minor M easy to identify? We will address this question in the following sections.
On the one hand, Theorem 2.1 helps to obtain ini(M) for a nonideal 0, 1 matrix M quite easily if we know the fractional extreme points of Q (M) and Q (b(M)). This is the case for mni matrices, since it is known ( [11] and [12] ) that for every mni matrix M, Q (M) has a unique fractional extreme point,
(see [5] for further details). Actually,
). Let M be a mni matrix, then
Observe that regular mni matrices belong to the class of matrices satisfying (5) at equality (and hence (4)) while
In the following section we will consider a more general class of matrices including regular mni for which equality holds in (4).
The nonidealness index of rank-ideal matrices
The alternative definition of the nonidealness index given by Theorem 2.1 involves obtaining all fractional extreme points of Q (M) and Q (b(M)) and this is a difficult task for an arbitrary matrix M. But we will see that it becomes ''easier'' if we have some information of the polyhedral structure of Q (M). Actually, in this section we consider the class of rank-ideal matrices
Observe that the definition of rank-ideal matrices involves no other rank constraints than the ones associated with minors M of M obtained by deletion. In fact, it is known that given an arbitrary minor M of M, the corresponding rank constraint is not necessarily valid for Q * (M) unless M is obtained by deletion (see [13] for further details). But, suppose that a T x ≥ τ is a facet defining inequality of Q * (M) where a ∈ {0, 1} n and τ ∈ Z + . Let S = {i : a i = 1} ⊂ {1, . . . , n} andS = {1, . . . , n} − S. As Q * (M) and Q (b(M)) is a blocking pair of polyhedra, the pointx defined as
. Again, by blocking duality the facet a T x = i∈S x i ≥ τ corresponds to the rank constraint associated with the minor M \S. Therefore,
defines a facet of Q * (M), where S ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. IfS = {1, . . . , n} − S, then τ = τ (M \S). Now, given a nonideal matrix M, a facet inducing minor of M is a minor whose associated rank constraint is a facet defining inequality for Q * (M).
Actually, after Lemma 3.1, we have that every facet inducing minor is a minor obtained by deletion, hence rank-ideal matrices are those matrices whose set covering polyhedra are described entirely through their facet inducing minors.
As further consequence of Lemma 3.1 and blocking duality, we have, Now, we will prove the main result of this section, showing that rank-ideal matrices satisfy inequality (4) at equality. 
Proof. From inequality (4) we only need to prove that there exists
Using the alternative definition given in Theorem 2.1, assume that ini(M) = x 0 y 0 for the pair of extreme points
and the theorem follows.
As an immediate consequence we have
where M is a facet inducing minor of M. By definition, if M is a nonideal near-ideal matrix, then M itself is the only facet inducing minor, trivially we have
In the next section, we study the nonidealness index for a family of rank-ideal matrices.
Circulant matrices
A well-known family of mni matrices is the family of the incidence matrices of chordless odd cycles, denoted by C 2 n with n odd (usually called odd holes).
A natural generalization of odd holes is given by circulant matrices, denoted by C k n , 2 ≤ k ≤ n−2, and defined as matrices having n columns and whose rows are the incidence vectors of {i, i + 1, . . . , i + k − 1} for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, where additions are taken modulo n. Trivially, τ (C k n ) = n k , τ f (C k n ) = n k and τ (b(C k n )) = k.
Ideal and minimally nonideal circulant matrices have been completely identified. Actually, it is known that:
Theorem 4.1 ([6,11] ). Let k and n be integers such that 2 ≤ k ≤ n − 2, then (1) the only ideal circulant matrices are C 3 6 , C 3 9 , C 4 8 and C 2 n , for even n ≥ 4.
(2) the only mni circulant matrices are C 2 n , for odd n ≥ 3 and
The nonidealness index of ideal and mni circulant matrices is given by Theorem 2.2(1) and Lemma 2.3(1), respectively. We will study now the nonidealness index of circulant matrices that are neither ideal nor mni.
In what follows, given two integers (z 1 , z 2 ) = (0, 0), by gcd(z 1 , z 2 ) we mean their greatest common divisor.
In [3] it was proved that Moreover,x is defined as
As a consequence we have that 
for any matrix C k n . Then, the assertion follows.
The above corollary shows that there is a minor C k n of C k n with ini(C k n ) = ini(C k n ) = n k n k . Any minor satisfying this condition will be called a leading minor of C k n . Moreover, there is a leading minor C k n of C k n satisfying gcd(n , k ) = 1.
Hence, in order to obtain the nonidealness index of a nonideal circulant matrix we need to identify one of its leading minors. Let us introduce some known results on circulant matrices.
Lemma 4.5 ([6]
). C k n \ i is ideal for every i = 1, . . . , n.
Then, from Theorem 2.2 ini(C k n \ i) = 1 for every i = 1, . . . , n and so any leading minor of a nonideal circulant matrix must be obtained by contraction.
In addition, for each C k n , Cornuéjols and Novick introduced in [6] the directed graph G(C k n ) with vertices V = {1, . . . , n} and such that (i, j) is an arc of G(C k n ) if j ∈ {i + k, i + k + 1}.
Lemma 4.6 ([6]
). If N ⊂ {1, . . . , n} induces a simple directed cycle in G(C k n ), then there exist n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ∈ Z + , n 1 ≥ 1 such that (i) nn 1 
It is easy to see that any solution n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ∈ Z + , with n 1 ≥ 1 of nn 1 = kn 2 + (k + 1)n 3 provides a directed cycle in G(C k n ) using n 2 arcs of length k and n 3 arcs of length k + 1, but it is not always a simple cycle. In fact, Remark 4.7 ([6] ). If n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ∈ Z + , n 1 ≥ 1 and k − n 1 ≥ 1 satisfy nn 1 = kn 2 + (k + 1)n 3 , then there exists N ⊂ {1, . . . , n}
, where 1 ≤ n 1 ≤ n 1 , 0 ≤ n 2 ≤ n 2 , 0 ≤ n 3 ≤ n 3 and satisfy (i) and (ii) from Lemma 4.6.
Actually, although it is not stated explicitly, from the proof of Theorem 4.2 we have (see [3] for further details), The next result describes a sufficient condition for a circulant matrix to be its own leading minor. Proof. Let C k n be a minor of C k n with gcd(n , k ) = 1. From Lemma 4.8 there is a sequence C k 0 n 0 , . . . , C k s n s such that C k 0 n 0 = C k n , C k s n s = C k n and for every j = 1, . . . , s, C k j n j is a minor of C k j−1 n j−1 obtained by contraction, then Then, we also have Remark 4.10. Let C k n be a minor of C k n with n k = n k . If C k n is a leading minor then C k n also is. Let us introduce the function,
defined for x, y ≥ 1. Observe that f is an increasing function of x and it is a decreasing function of y. Hence, Lemma 4.11. If s ≥ 1 and k ≥ 3,
Let C k n be a proper minor of C k n and let us write n = ks + r and n = k s + r , where 0 ≤ r < k and 0 ≤ r < k . Naturally k < k and since the covering number cannot decrease after contraction, we also have s ≥ s. Then, as a consequence of We can summarize the results obtained so far as follows: 
). Proof. Let n 1 , n 2 , n 3 be nonnegative integers satisfying
It follows that n 3 = αk with α ≥ 0 integer.
After Remark 4.7, there are n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ∈ Z such that 1 ≤ n 1 ≤ n 1 , 0 ≤ n 2 ≤ n 2 , 0 ≤ n 3 ≤ n 3 and satisfy (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.6.
If s ≥ k + 1 then n 1 = 1, n 2 = s − 1 − k and n 3 = k solve Eq. (7) . But, 1 ≤ n 1 ≤ n 1 = 1 implies that n 1 = n 1 and then n 2 = n 2 and n 3 = n 3 . Hence, we get C k−1 s(k−1)+1 as a minor of C k sk . It is straightforward that it satisfies all the conditions in Corollary 4.13 and then (1) holds.
To prove (2), let s < k+1. In this case n 1 = 1, n 2 = s and n 3 = 0 solve Eq. (7) and it is the only solution with n 1 = 1, so we get the minor C k−1 s(k−1) , but after Remark 4.10, it is disregarded. Then, we look for n 1 ≥ 2. If α = 0 then gcd(n 1 , n 2 ) = n 1 ≥ 2 and the only possible values of n 1 , n 2 , n 3 are n 1 = 1 and n 2 = s and n 3 = 0 giving again the minor C k−1 s(k−1) . Hence let α ≥ 1. In this case n 1 s = n 2 + α(k + 1). From assumption k+1 s > 1 then k+1 s ≥ 2. Let us write k + 1 = as + b where 0 ≤ b < s. If b = 0, then n 1 = a, n 2 = 0 and n 3 = k is a solution of (7) and gcd(a, 0, k) = 1 since k + 1 = as. If b > 0 then n 1 = a + 1, n 2 = s − b > 0 and n 3 = k satisfy (7) . Suppose that n 2 + n 3 is a multiple of t, or equivalently (s − b) + (as + b − 1) = (a + 1)s − 1 is a multiple of t, but this implies that (a + 1)s cannot be a multiple of t unless t = 1. As a consequence gcd(a + 1, s − b, k) = 1.
On the other hand, recall that n 1 ≥ n 2 +α(k+1) s for every α ≥ 1 and n 2 ≥ 0 satisfying (7) . Besides n 1 ≤ n 1 = k+1 s , then n 1 = n 1 = k+1 s and implies that n 2 = n 2 and n 3 = n 3 .
Claim. If k − n 1 = 1 then C k sk is ideal.
Actually, if b = 0 then n 1 = a and k = as − 1 = a + 1 or a(s − 1) = 2. Then if a = 2 and s = 2 then k = 3. If a = 1 and s = 3 then k = 2. In both cases C k sk is ideal. Now, if b > 0 then k = as + b − 1 = a + 2 or a(s − 1) = 3 − b. It follows that 0 < b < 3. Suppose that b = 1, then if a = 1, s = 3 then k = 3 else if a = 2, s = 2 then k = 4. Finally, let b = 2, then a = 1 and s = 2 it follows that k = 4. In all these cases C k sk is ideal. As from assumption C k sk is nonideal, we have k − n 1 ≥ 2. Then we obtain the minor C k−l
Again, this minor satisfies all the conditions of Corollary 4.13 and the theorem follows.
The results obtained so far allow us the evaluation of the nonidealness index of the nonideal circulant matrices C k ks−l with s ≥ 2, k ≥ 3 and l = 0 or l = k − 1. The next theorem gives the nonidealness index of most of the remaining ones. 
Proof. We need to find n 1 , n 2 , n 3 nonnegative integers such that
Since s ≥ k(l + 1) + 1, n 1 = 1, n 2 = s − (l + 1)k − 1 and n 3 = (l + 1)k − l is a solution of (8). After Remark 4.7, there are n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ∈ Z such that 1 ≤ n 1 ≤ n 1 = 1, 0 ≤ n 2 ≤ n 2 , 0 ≤ n 3 ≤ n 3 and satisfy (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.6. As n 1 = 1 we obtain C k−1 (k−1)s+1 as a minor of C k ks−l . Observe now, that
then, the minor C k−1 (k−1)s+1 of C k ks−l satisfies all the conditions in Corollary 4.13. Then, it remains to obtain min ks − l ks , (k − 1)s + 1 (k − 1)(s + 1) .
Since 1 ≤ l ≤ k − 2, we need only to prove that
which is true if and only if k − 1 < s. As s ≥ k(k − 2) + 1 by assumption, the proof is complete. Now, it is easy to determine the nonidealness index of the family C 3 n . Let us write C 3 3s+r with r = 0, 1, 2.
Observe first that from Theorem 4.1 ini(C 3 3s+2 ) = 3s+2 3s+3 for s = 1, . . . , 5. 
(3) if s ≥ 6, ini(C 3 3s+2 ) = 2s+3 2s+4 = ini(C 2 2(s+1)+1 ). Proof. Items (1) and (2) Finally, it remains to consider the matrices C k ks−l with k ≥ 4, 1 ≤ l ≤ k − 2 and 2 ≤ s ≤ k(l + 1).
Unfortunately in this case we could not find a general rule. For example, C 5 23 satisfies s ≤ k(l + 1) and it is not hard to check that ini(C 5 23 ) = ini(C 2 11 ) = 11 12 , i.e., the leading minor of C 5 23 is a proper minor. But, we have that C 4 22 also satisfies s ≤ k(l + 1) and it can be seen that ini (C 4 22 ) = 22   4 22   4 . Nevertheless, in [3] it is proved that Theorem 4.17 ([3] ). If k > 2 3 n − 1, then C k n is near-ideal. Then, after Corollary 3.5 it follows,
It is easy to verify that if k ≥ 4 and 1 ≤ l ≤ k − 2 satisfy k > 2 3 (ks − l) − 1 then s ≤ (l + 1)k.
Then all the matrices satisfying the condition in the corollary above are their own leading minors.
In summary we can state, 
The relation between the nonidealness index and the strength of facets
In [3] we classified circulant matrices and their blockers in terms of the near-ideal and rank-ideal classes. As we have seen in Corollary 4.3, blockers of circulant matrices are rank-ideal, but when considering circulant matrices we proved that most of them are not rank-ideal. Actually, C k n is rank-ideal if and only if it is near-ideal and for each k ≥ 3 there is a finite number of near-ideal circulant matrices (see [3] for further details).
Hence, for most nonideal circulant matrices, the rank constraint associated with the whole matrix is not the only one needed and it is known that 1 T x ≥ τ (C k n ) defines a facet of Q * (C k n ) if and only if n is not a multiple of k [15] . Also, in [3] , we found a class of non-rank facet inequalities for Q * (C k n ). Actually, 
is valid for Q * (C k n ). Moreover, if n = 1(mod k ), k ≥ 2, then the inequality (9) defines a facet of Q * (C k n ) if and only if n k > n k .
In this section we will use the nonidealness index as an indicator of the strength of the previous facets.
Given a relaxation P of a blocking type polyhedron Q and a T x ≥ b, a facet defining inequality of Q , Goemans defined in [9] , the strength of the facet with respect to P as b min a T x : x ∈ P , and proved that the maximum strength of the facet defining inequalities for Q is min α ∈ R + : αP ⊂ Q . Then, if Q = Q * (M) and P = Q (M), the maximum strength with respect to Q (M) of the facet defining inequalities for Q * (M) is 1 ini(M) . Suppose that C k n is nonideal and n is not a multiple of k, it follows that the strength of 1 T x ≥ τ (C k n ) respect to Q (C k n ) is:
But, it is not the facet with maximum strength unless C k n is its own leading minor. Now, consider the inequality (9) in Theorem 5.1. As C k n /N is isomorphic to C k n , there exist n rows of C k n having k ones in every column corresponding to the indices not in N. If we add up all these n rows, we obtain a valid inequality for Q (C k n ), say ax ≥ b. Trivially b = n and a i = k for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} − N and for every x ∈ Q (C k n ), it holds that
In addition in [3] it was proved that a i = k if i ∈ N 0 and a i = k + 1 if i ∈ N T , then i ∈N
is valid for Q (C k n ). As gcd(n , k ) = 1 there is an extreme pointx of Q (C k n ) associated with C k n such thatx i = 0 for all i ∈ N andx i = 1 k otherwise, and ax = n . Then,
In summary we have, Corollary 5.2. Let k ≥ 3 and s ≥ 2. The following inequalities correspond to the facet defining inequalities of maximum strength respect to Q (C k n ):
The inequalities given by (9) 
(3) The inequalities given by (9) 
(4) The inequalities given by (9) 
. After this corollary and Remark 4.19, we can identify the facets of maximum strength according to Goeman's measure for most circulant matrices.
Concluding remarks
Reversing the inequality in (1), we obtain the polyhedron P(M) = {x ≥ 0 : Mx ≤ 1}. Chvátal [4] proved that P(M) has only integral extreme points if and only if M is the maximal clique-node matrix of a perfect graph. In fact, if M is the maximal clique-node matrix of an arbitrary graph G, then P is known as QSTAB(G), the clique constraint polytope of the graph G. In general, we have that STAB(G) ⊆ QSTAB(G) where STAB(G) is called the stable set polytope of G and it is the convex hull of incidence vectors of all stable sets of G.
Gerke and Mc Diarmid [10] , defined the imperfection ratio as the minimum among the ratios between the fractional chromatic number and the clique number in a weighted graph. With this imperfection ratio a graph is as imperfect as its complement. In fact, in [10] it is also shown that imp(G) = min {t : QSTAB(G) ⊂ tSTAB(G)} = max x T y : x ∈ QSTAB(G), y ∈ QSTAB(Ḡ)
whereḠ is the complement of the graph G.
Recalling the alternative definitions given by Theorem 2.2, the symmetry between the nonidealness index and the imperfection ratio is evident.
An antiweb K n/k is a graph with n nodes 0, . . . , n − 1 and edges ij iff k ≤ |i − j| ≤ n − k where n ≥ 2k. Antiwebs include all cliques, as well as odd antiholes and all odd holes, i.e. they include all minimally imperfect graphs. It is clear that the clique-vertex matrix of a web (the complement of an antiweb) W k−1 n is exactly the circulant matrix C k n . In [16] it is proved that antiwebs are rank-perfect analogously that blockers of circulant matrices are rank-ideal (as stated in Corollary 4.3).
In addition, in [7] , Coulonges et al. proved that the imperfection ratio of an antiweb K n/k , can be obtained studying the ratios n α ω ,
where ω = n α is the clique number of the sub-antiweb K n /k and α = k its stability number; this ratio is the counterpart to inequality (5) . In fact, in [7] , it is proved the following result: Theorem 6.1 ([7] ). For all antiweb K n/k , it holds imp(K n/k ) = max n k ω : K n /α ⊂ K n/k , where ω = n /α and n and k are relative prime numbers.
As imp(G) = imp(Ḡ), it is clear that for all web W k n , its imperfection ratio is given by
where ω = n /α and n and k are relative prime numbers. Clearly, Corollary 4.4 is the counterpart of this last result.
Moreover, most of the ideas developed in Sections 2 and 3 were inspired by the results due to Coulonges, Pêcher and Wagler in [7] . These similarities encourage us to transfer polyhedral properties from perfection to idealness, since we lack a good understanding of ideal matrices and a complete characterization of minimally nonideal matrices seems extremely difficult. Therefore, taking advantage of the advanced study on perfect and imperfect matrices could be of help.
